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Within Reach
Mar 28 2020 New York Times bestselling author Barbara Delinsky captivates with an enthralling story of loving friendship and
desperate acts. The charming vacation house on the coast of Maine was meant to be a heavenly retreat for Danica Lindsay and her husband
Blake, a place where they could mend the wounds of a strained and tired marriage. Instead, she finds herself mostly there alone while
Blake's political star is rapidly rising back in Boston. Were it not for the companionship of her new neighbor, gentle and caring Michael
Buchanan, Danica would surely be overcome by loneliness and despair. But a friendship that is cherished and uplifting is slowly transforming
into something less innocent, more passionate—something that could easily be called "love." For the first time in her life, a chance for
true happiness may be in Danica's reach. But how can she grab onto it when she remains another man's wife, bound by her vows to a marriage
plagued by doubt and pain . . . and by secrets so shocking an entire nation will take notice?
Suddenly May 30 2020 “Delinsky knows the human heart and its immense capacity to love and to believe.” —Washington Observer-Reporter From
the New York Times bestselling author of More Than Friends comes an emotionally charged novel that reflects upon the consequences of one
irrevocable act. In the idyllic small town of Tucker, Vermont, life flows at a rhythmic pace for pediatrician Paige Pfeiffer. But when Mara
O'Neill, her best friend and medical partner, inexplicably kills herself, Paige's comfortable life is suddenly shattered. Temporarily caring
for Mara's newly adopted baby daughter while she comes to grips with her grief, Paige clings to the hope that, in time, her orderly life
will return. What she hadn't counted on were the unexpected pleasures that often come with change, including the touch of a man who offers
Paige things she never thought she wanted. She hadn't counted on finding the meaning of life in the death of a friend. For everyone who has
ever made a choice between what is and what could be, Barbara Delinsky unveils a truly moving gift from the heart that captures one woman's
story and ultimately speaks to us all.
Lost Innocence
Jan 26 2020 When Alicia Carlyle returns to the home of her childhood after the tragic death of her husband, she is hoping to
put the past behind her. But first she must come face to face with the woman who nearly destroyed her marriage and tore her family in two her sister-in-law, Sabrina. Their enmity runs deep, but Alicia is determined to make a fresh start for herself and her two children, Nathan
and Darcie, and to heal her fractured relationship with her beloved brother. However, just when it looks as if they might have a chance at a
brighter future, Sabrina's fifteen-year-old daughter, Annabelle, accuses seventeen-year-old Nathan of a crime he insists he didn't commit.
And once more the two families are locked in a battle that is fraught with mistrust, betrayal and lies - a battle that threatens to destroy
them all...
Sea Wife Aug 21 2019 'Taut as a thriller' Claire Messud 'A gripping tale of survival at sea - but that's just the beginning' Jennifer Egan
'A smart, swift and thrilling novel' Lauren Groff From the highly acclaimed author of Schroder, a smart, sophisticated literary page turner
about a young family who escape suburbia for a year-long sailing trip that upends all of their lives Juliet is failing to juggle motherhood
and her anemic dissertation when her husband, Michael, informs her that he wants to leave his job and buy a sailboat. The couple are novice
sailors, but Michael persuades Juliet to say yes. With their two kids - Sybil, age seven, and George, age two, Juliet and Michael set off
for Panama, where their forty-four-foot sailboat awaits them - a boat that Michael has christened the Juliet. The initial result is
transformative: their marriage is given a gust of energy, and even the children are affected by the beauty and wonderful vertigo of travel.
The sea challenges them all - and most of all, Juliet, who suffers from postpartum depression. Sea Wife is told in gripping dual
perspectives: Juliet's first-person narration, after the journey, as she struggles to come to terms with the dire, life-changing events that
unfolded at sea; and Michael's captain's log - that provides a riveting, slow-motion account of those same inexorable events. Exuberant,
harrowing, witty and exquisitely written, Sea Wife is impossible to put down.
Before and Again
Dec 17 2021 From Barbara Delinsky, the New York Times bestselling author of Blueprints and Sweet Salt Air, a brand-new
novel about a woman in hiding finding the courage to face the world again. Mackenzie Cooper took her eyes off the road for just a moment but
the resulting collision was enough to rob her not only of her beloved daughter but ultimately of her marriage, family, and friends—and
thanks to the nonstop media coverage, even her privacy. Now she lives in Vermont under the name Maggie Reid, in a small house with her cats
and dog. She’s thankful for the new friends she’s made—though she can’t risk telling them too much. And she takes satisfaction in working as
a makeup artist at the luxurious local spa, helping clients hide the visible outward signs of their weariness, illnesses, and injuries.
Covering up scars is a skill she has mastered. Her only goal is to stay under the radar and make it through her remaining probation. But she
isn’t the only one in this peaceful town with secrets. When a friend’s teenage son is thrust into the national spotlight, accused of hacking
a powerful man’s Twitter account, Maggie is torn between pulling away and protecting herself—or stepping into the glare to be at their side.
As the stunning truth behind their case is slowly revealed, Maggie’s own carefully constructed story begins to unravel as well. She knows
all too well that what we need from each other in this difficult world is comfort. But to provide it, sometimes we need to travel far
outside our comfort zones. From a multimillion-selling master of women’s fiction, Before and Again is a story of the relationships we find
ourselves in—mothers and daughters, spouses and siblings, true companions and fair-weather friends—and what kind of sacrifices we are or
aren’t willing to make to sustain them through good times and bad.
The Family Tree
May 22 2022 A thought-provoking novel about a family with a secret that has the power to tear them apart. Perfect for fans
of Jodi Picoult.
Sunlight and Joy
Dec 05 2020 “Sunlight and Joy” is Barbara Delinsky’s heartwarming story about a couple relearning how to appreciate the
simple things. Also included is an exclusive conversation with Barbara about what inspires her writing and an advance peek at her newest
novel, Escape. Blessed with three wonderful children and a life full of material comforts, Rick and Ellen have always had a happy, if
increasingly busy, marriage. But when Rick announces that he’s been offered a promotion that will make the family pick up and move across
country for a fourth time, Ellen is dismayed; she and their children have made a life for themselves in Portsmouth, not to mention that she
is about to reach a pivotal point in her own teaching career. Ellen has always supported Rick’s dreams. What will he do when she tells him
that she doesn’t want to start all over again for a job that will only make their lives more frantic?
The Secret Between Us
Apr 21 2022 As one lie forces another lie, a life falls apart in this stunning novel from bestselling author Barbara
Delinsky.
Coast Road
Aug 01 2020
Family Tree
Sep 14 2021 Dana Clarke has finally achieved the stability she has craved in her marriage to a man from an old New England
family, but when her daughter is born with African-American traits in her appearance, her family life is thrown into turmoil.
The Vineyard
Jan 06 2021 Natalie Seebring, aging and recently widowed, forms a bond with Olivia Jones, a writer and single mother who has
been invited to spend the summer at Seebring's vineyard to help her write her memoirs.
Shades of Grace
Apr 28 2020 New York Times bestselling author Barbara Delinsky delivers a touching and heartfelt story in which love and
devotion are put to the ultimate test. Grace Dorian is The Confidante, America's favorite advice columnist. Her wisdom has helped to guide
two generations—including her daughter, Francine, and granddaughter, Sophie, who manage the vast Dorian empire and oversee the thousand
details of Grace's world. But a national treasure is losing her brilliance. Her once razor-sharp mind is showing strain; her columns have
begun to wander. Concerned about Grace's health and future, Francine must step in to fill her legendary mother's shoes and somehow also live
her own life, which now suddenly includes her confusing feelings for Grace's handsome doctor and new worries about tempestuous Sophie, who
needs more guidance than Grace's public.
The Choice
Feb 25 2020 Sometimes the choice is too hard to bear...Nikki Grant is only nineteen when she discovers she s pregnant. Despite
her parents disappointment and anger, she welcomes the news with joy. The baby will complete the happy home she shares with the ma
Sweet Salt Air
Jul 24 2022 Can the bonds of friendship weather a betrayal? Charlotte and Nicole were once best friends, spending long,
idyllic summers together in Nicole's family home on the island of Quinnipeague, but they have since grown apart. After ten years, their
writing careers bring them back together - to write a cookbook about island food in their childhood haven. When both women reunite, it
becomes clear that they are both guarding secrets of the years spent apart. But when Charlotte learns that her secret is the key to saving
Nicole's husband's life, she must face her painful past and risk the consequences that honesty might bring ...
A Vineyard in Andalusia
Jul 12 2021 A sweeping historical epic by an author whose novels have sold over 6 million copies worldwide. 1861. A

ruined silver-mine owner sets sail from Mexico City to seek his fortune in the New World. Mauro Larrera has just four months to pay his
creditors, or his bankruptcy will be revealed and his family’s honour will be in tatters. In magnificent Havana — home to beautiful women
and dangerous men who deal in mysterious trades — he gambles what little he has left on what will become the greatest adventure of his life
… A Vineyard in Andalusia is a novel of glories and defeats; of silver mines, family secrets, vineyards, cellars, and splendid cities of
faded grandeur; of unexpected passion, and love in the strangest of circumstances. Once again, María Dueñas’ powerful storytelling and rich
historical detail transport us to a faraway time and place, and on an unforgettable adventure of a lifetime.
For My Daughters
Aug 25 2022 A Barbara Delinsky classic, For My Daughters is a poignant and unforgettable story of the enduring power of
love and the tenacious strength of family from the acclaimed New York Times bestselling author. Estranged sisters Caroline, Annette, and
Leah St. Clair have spent their lives trying to escape the legacy of their wealthy, aloof, social-climbing mother, Virginia—each losing a
certain part of herself in the process. Now, on the eve of her seventieth birthday, Virginia has asked them all to help her get settled into
her magnificent new estate on the rocky coast of Maine, a request each sister reluctantly agrees to, thinking it may be her mother's last.
But it is Virginia who has something to give to the daughters she neglected in childhood. For amid the glories of a New England summer,
three sisters will finally learn the answers to the questions that have troubled them for years . . . and new truths that will stay with
them forever.
A Woman's Place LP
Sep 21 2019 Everything Claire Raphael has she's earned. On her own. The hard way. She built her part-time business up
from nothing and made it successful through her imagination, creativity, and hard work. She has two great children and Dennis, a husband she
loves completely. Then, one evening, when Claire returns from a difficult business trip, Dennis hands her divorce papers along with a court
order to vacate their house. Claire is devastated. She had no idea her marriage was on the brink of disaster, that Dennis had been planning
this ambush for weeks, if not months, or that her hectic but happy life was about to come crashing down around her. Claire doesn't know
where to turn or whom to trust. But in a few short weeks she learns what so many women have had to discover—that when the going gets tough,
a woman's as tough as she needs to be.
Laura & Emma Dec 25 2019 “Masterly deftness, funny sentence by funny sentence...a moving and intricately braided story of two
mothers.”—JONATHAN FRANZEN, The Guardian This “beguiling, addictive read” (People, Book of the Week) and Belletrist Book Club pick about a
blue-blooded single mother raising her daughter in rarefied New York City is a “carefully observed family story [that] rings true to life”
(The New York Times Book Review). Laura hails from the Upper East Side of Manhattan, born into old money, drifting aimlessly into her early
thirties. One weekend in 1981 she meets a man. The two sleep together. He vanishes. And Laura realizes she’s pregnant. Enter: Emma.
“Unputdownable” (Library Journal) and “wryly observed” (Vogue), Laura & Emma follows Laura as she raises Emma in New York City over the next
fifteen years. With wit and compassion, Kate Greathead explores the many flaws and quirks that make us human. Laura’s story hosts a cast of
effervescent and original characters, including her eccentric mother, who informs her society friends and Emma herself that she was fathered
by a Swedish sperm donor; her brother, whose childhood stutter reappears in the presence of their forbidding father; an exceptionally kind
male pediatrician; and her overbearing best friend, whose life has followed the Park Avenue script in every way except for childbearing.
“Kate Greathead’s debut novel gamely takes on class conflict, single motherhood, and the discreet pretension of the 1980s Upper East Side”
(New York magazine) and is a “layered story about mothers and daughters and identity” (Entertainment Weekly). Told in vignettes whose every
“restrained and understated sentence has been polished to glittering brightness” (Vox), Laura & Emma is “an incisive comedy of manners about
class divides and the ‘burdens’ of being born privileged” (Esquire) and “a thoughtful novel of trying to find oneself despite an assigned
place in the world” (Publishers Weekly).
Twilight Whispers
Jun 18 2019 Will the ties that bound these three families for generations finally tear them apart? New York Times
bestselling author Barbara Delinsky's classic novel Twilight Whispers now available as an e-book for the first time. Linked for years
through friendship and intermarriage, the Warren and Whyte families find their charmed world is marred when Mark Whyte and his wife Deborah
Warren are found murdered. Police detective Robert Cavanaugh, working on a tip about dissension within the families, sets out to examine the
mystique behind their wealth and power. Katia Morell is part of that mystique. Daughter of the Whyte’s housekeeper but now a successful
advertising executive, she is drawn back into the home where she never quite belonged, and is forced to face her life-long, unrequited love
for Jordan Whyte. As the police investigation uncovers secret after secret and, finally, boils to a shocking conclusion, Katia and Jordan
are but two of the family members who face difficult choices in their search for happiness.
The Summer I Dared
Jan 18 2022 The only survivors of a devastating boating accident off the coast of Maine, Julia, Noah, and Kim struggle
with their brush with death, their feelings of guilt, and their changed perspectives on their lives. By the author of Flirting with Pete.
Reissue.
While My Sister Sleeps
Mar 20 2022 Perfect for fans of Jodi Picoult, a tale of personal tragedy, human resilience and the healing power of
family love.
A Week at the Shore
Oct 15 2021 One phone call is all it takes to lure Mallory Aldiss back to her family's Rhode Island beach home. It's
been twenty years since she's been gone--running from the scandal that destroyed her parents' marriage, drove her and her two sisters apart,
and crushed her relationship with the love of her life, Jack Sabathian. Twenty years during which she lived in New York, building her career
as a photographer and raising her now teenage daughter, Joy. But that phone call makes it clear that something has brought the past forward
again--something involving Mallory's father. Compelled by concern for her family and by Joy's wish to visit her mother's childhood home,
Mallory returns to Bay Bluff, where conflicting loyalties will be faced and painful truths revealed. In just seven watershed days at the
Rhode Island shore, she will test the bonds of friendship and family--and discover the role that love plays in defining their lives.
Threats and Promises
Jul 20 2019 Even after having plastic surgery to alter her looks, businesswoman Lauren Stevens is certain someone is
trying to kill her and begins to suspect Matt Kruger, the man who claims to be a close friend of Lauren's deceased brother.
Before and Again
Nov 16 2021 From Barbara Delinsky, the New York Times bestselling author of Blueprints and Sweet Salt Air, a brand-new
novel about a woman in hiding finding the courage to face the world again. Mackenzie Cooper took her eyes off the road for just a moment but
the resulting collision was enough to rob her not only of her beloved daughter but ultimately of her marriage, family, and friends—and
thanks to the nonstop media coverage, even her privacy. Now she lives in Vermont under the name Maggie Reid, in a small house with her cats
and dog. She’s thankful for the new friends she’s made—though she can’t risk telling them too much. And she takes satisfaction in working as
a makeup artist at the luxurious local spa, helping clients hide the visible outward signs of their weariness, illnesses, and injuries.
Covering up scars is a skill she has mastered. Her only goal is to stay under the radar and make it through her remaining probation. But she
isn’t the only one in this peaceful town with secrets. When a friend’s teenage son is thrust into the national spotlight, accused of hacking
a powerful man’s Twitter account, Maggie is torn between pulling away and protecting herself—or stepping into the glare to be at their side.
As the stunning truth behind their case is slowly revealed, Maggie’s own carefully constructed story begins to unravel as well. She knows
all too well that what we need from each other in this difficult world is comfort. But to provide it, sometimes we need to travel far
outside our comfort zones. From a multimillion-selling master of women’s fiction, Before and Again is a story of the relationships we find
ourselves in—mothers and daughters, spouses and siblings, true companions and fair-weather friends—and what kind of sacrifices we are or
aren’t willing to make to sustain them through good times and bad.
The Memory Stones
Nov 23 2019 The compelling story of a young woman's disappearance in 1970s Argentina, a story of family tragedy--and
national tragedy--with consequences echoing through generations. Buenos Aires, 1976. In the heat of summer, the Ferrero family escapes to
the lush expanse of Tigre. Osvaldo, a distinguished doctor, and his wife Yolanda gather with their daughters, sensible Julieta who lives
with her husband in Miami, and willful Graciela--nineteen, radiant, and madly in love with her fiancé, José. It will be the last time they
are all together. On their return, the military Junta stages a coup, and Osvaldo is forced to flee to Europe as friends and colleagues
disappear overnight. When José is abducted, Graciela goes into hiding; when she and her friends are dragged from an apartment by
plainclothes policemen, the devastating reality of the Junta is no longer remote. Osvaldo can only witness the disintegration of his family
from afar, while Yolanda fights on the ground to find and reclaim their beloved daughter. Soon they realize they may be fighting for an
unknown grandchild as well. The Memory Stones commemorates the thousands of Argentinians--the Disappeared--who fell victim to the brutality
of the period, the effects of which are still being felt today. Following one family seeking to rebuild itself after unimaginable loss, it
is the story--both heartbreaking and inspiring--of a country striving to survive even in the face of terror.
Through My Eyes
Mar 08 2021
The Hospital
Oct 03 2020 A shocking expose of the appalling abuse and experimentation carried out on vulnerable children at Aston Hall
Hospital, Derbyshire, in the 60s and 70s.
For My Daughter
Oct 27 2022 A Barbara Delinsky classic, first published in 1994, For My Daughters is a poignant and unforgettable story of
the enduring power of love and the tenacious strength of family from the acclaimed New York Times bestselling author. Estranged sisters
Caroline, Annette, and Leah St. Clair have spent their lives trying to escape the legacy of their wealthy, aloof, social-climbing mother,
Virginia—each losing a certain part of herself in the process. Now, on the eve of her seventieth birthday, Virginia has asked them all to
help her get settled into her magnificent new estate on the rocky coast of Maine, a request each sister reluctantly agrees to, thinking it
may be her mother's last. But it is Virginia who has something to give to the daughters she neglected in childhood. For amid the glories of

a New England summer, three sisters will finally learn the answers to the questions that have troubled them for years . . . and new truths
that will stay with them forever.
Blueprints
Jun 23 2022 AN UPLIFTING, HEART-WRENCHING STORY OF THE UNBREAKABLE TIES BETWEEN A MOTHER AND HER DAUGHTER FROM NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR BARBARA DELINSKY 'Fans of Jodie Picoult will love this.' Daily Express 'Warm, rich, textured and impossible to put down.'
Nora Roberts On paper, Jamie MacAfee's life is perfect. She loves her fiancée, she's happy with her plans for the future and she gets to
work alongside her beloved mother, Caroline, on their family home renovation show. In reality, she can't seem to make herself set a wedding
date and an ageist, sexist decision by their TV network has thrown both her job and her relationship with Caroline into jeopardy. Meanwhile
Caroline, who has been painfully putting herself back together after a difficult divorce, is watching the plans she's built her life around
go up in flames. As loyalties shift and new relationships tempt, Jamie and Caroline will be tested as never before. Yet when all is said and
done, there's nothing quite like the bond of family. 'A poignant family story.' Daily Express 'Compelling reading' The Sun 'Delinsky's
writing is fluid and makes for a hard-to-put-down book.' Glamour
Montana Man Jun 11 2021 Single mother Lily Danziger, forced to ask a stranger for help after she is caught in a terrifying blizzard, finds
this rugged fellow traveler may hold the key to her future happiness.
An Accidental Woman
Nov 04 2020 When a close friend is charged with a fifteen-year-old murder, wheelchair-bound Poppy Blake at first
refuses to believe the charges but then wonders if her friend may have justifiably changed her identity in order to survive, a case that is
complicated by the attentions of journalist Griffin Hughes. 350,000 first printing.
Father of the Bride
May 10 2021 Russ Shaw was returning to St. Louis for the first time in twenty-five years - at the request of his
daughter. Diane wanted him to give her away at her wedding, but Diane's mother strongly objected. When the bride's parents confront each
other, the problem was obvious: their love had burst into flame once more.
Lake News Feb 19 2022 With this powerful story, Barbara Delinsky, the bestselling and acclaimed author of Coast Road and Three Wishes, has
written her richest and most exciting novel yet. At its center is Lily Blake, a talented singer who shuns the limelight and cherishes her
privacy. Tricked by a devious reporter into unwittingly giving an interview about her friendship with a distinguished churchman -- a newly
appointed Cardinal -- she finds herself accused of having had an affair with him. Shocked and dismayed, Lily becomes a pariah and suffers
the brutal, ultimate violation of her privacy as headlines all across the country proclaim her guilt. Hounded by the press, fired from her
job, deprived of all public freedom, Lily has no choice but to flee. She returns in secret to her hometown of Lake Henry, in a remote,
beautiful part of New Hampshire. But, idyllic as it may look, Lake Henry, too, has its secrets. Some were the cause of her leaving home in
the first place, so returning to her birthplace and her family is not without its own stress and pain. Driven by the need to exact justice
-- and, for herself, some kind of closure -- from the media that changed her life forever, Lily forms an uneasy alliance with John Kipling,
a journalist who was born and raised in Lake Henry's poorest neighborhood. His successful career as a big-city reporter has ended
disastrously, and John has come back home to edit the local newspaper, Lake News. At first he sees Lily as a victim, as well as a subject
for the book he hopes to write. But soon she becomes someone whose appeal -- and cause -- he cannot deny, even at the risk of taking on his
former colleagues in her defense. Set against the physical beauty of New Hampshire and against the complex web of family life and
relationships in a small town, Lake News moves triumphantly toward a surprising and deeply satisfying conclusion. Barbara Delinsky's
bestselling Three Wishes was praised by Publishers Weekly for its "spare, controlled, and poignant prose that evokes the simplicity and joys
of small-town life." Those same qualities are abundant in Lake News, which offers an intimate look at the complex relationship between an
enigmatic man and a vulnerable, besieged woman, both struggling to find a new sense of community in a strange place they once called home.
Escape Jun 30 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A luminous novel exploring a woman’s desire to abandon the endless obligations of work and
marriage—and the idea that the most passionate romance can be found with the person you know best. From the author of Not My Daughter comes
the story of Emily Aulenbach, an idealistic young lawyer who once dreamed of representing victims of corporate abuse. Instead, she now
spends her days in a cubicle arguing victims of corporate greed out of their rightful claims. And it isn’t only work. It’s her sister, her
friends, even her husband, Tim, with whom she doesn’t connect the way she used to. She doesn’t connect to much in her life, period, with the
exception of three things—her computer, her BlackBerry, and her watch. One day, she snaps. Without telling anyone where she is going, she
heads north to Bell Valley, New Hampshire, the small town where she spent a life-altering summer during her college years. There, she will
set out to forge new relationships with lovers, long-lost friends and the person she once wanted to become.
Three Wishes
Sep 02 2020 While dying on the operating table, a celestial voice allows Bree Miller of Vermont three wishes before she dies.
She chooses love, finding her mother--she is an orphan--and having a baby. When she awakens, the handsome driver who hit her with his car is
by her bed.
Flirting with Pete
Apr 09 2021 In Flirting with Pete, bestselling author Barbara Delinsky weaves together two fascinating narratives that
merge in a dramatic, highly emotional, and totally unexpected conclusion, as a daughter's struggle to win the approval of the father she
never knew becomes a journey of self-discovery. Psychologist Casey Ellis never met her father—but that didn't stop her from following in his
professional footsteps. Now he has died, and Casey is shocked to have inherited his elegant Boston town house, complete with a maid and a
handsome, enigmatic gardener. When she finds a manuscript that could be a novel, a journal, or a case study of one of her father's patients
in her new home, she becomes engrossed in the story of Jenny, a young woman trying to escape her troubled life. Convinced the story is true
and that her father left it as a message for her, Casey digs deeper. As she pieces together the mysteries surrounding her father, Jenny, and
the romantic new stranger in her life, she discovers startling links between past and present, and unexpected ties between what is real and
what is imagined.
Sweet Ember Aug 13 2021 A classic love story by New York Times bestselling author Barbara Delinsky, back in print for the first time in
years and guaranteed to delight her fans, old and new. Stephanie Wright was just 19 the first time she ran, heartbroken and angry, out of
Douglas Weston's life. She and Douglas, a devastatingly handsome tennis camp instructor, shared a summer marked by a gentle love, capped by
one night of sensuous passion -- followed by a terrible, unforgivable betrayal that sent her fleeing. Eight years later, upon her return to
the camp, Stephanie must fight the feelings that first drew him to her And now there is Melissa, her beautiful seven-year-old daughter; who
smiles up at her tennis teacher with gray eyes that mirror his own.
Barefoot Season
Oct 23 2019 Returning home to Blackberry Island to claim her inheritance and recover from her tour of duty, young Army vet
Michelle Sanderson, to save her family's Inn, must form a tentative truce with single mother Carly Williams, whose shocking betrayal years
earlier destroyed their friendship. Original. 103,000 first printing.
Not My Daughter
Sep 26 2022 A pregnancy pact between three teenaged girls puts their mothers' love to the ultimate test in this explosive
novel from Barbara Delinsky
The Secret Between Us
Feb 07 2021 One Lie Sends A Family Into Turmoil In A Heart-Rending New Novel From A Worldwide Bestselling Author,
Perfect For Fans Of Jodi Picoult When Deborah Monroe'S Car Hits And Kills A Man On A Deserted Road On A Dark And Rainy Night, Questions Of
Who Is To Blame Muddy The Already Complicated Life Of A Woman Who Is Newly Divorced And Struggling With Emotions That Are Rampant In A House
With Two Vulnerable Children. Deborah'S Daughter, 16-Year Old, Grace, Was Behind The Wheel But, Desperate To Protect Her Daughter, Deborah
Covers For Her And Takes Responsibility For The Death Of The Man. But, When It Seems That The Victim May Or May Not Have Been Suicidal,
Issues Of Guilt And Responsibility, Truth And Honesty, Are All Brought Into Sharp Focus.
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